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An overview of products and services



Service lines

BIG DATA SERVICES 
(LEIMINTE) 

www.leiminte.com

WIRELESS FIRMWARE & 
SERVICES

www.apintech.com

SMART TOURISM 
(HELLO!)

www.hellohoreca.com



1. Wireless technology

Hardware * Dashboards * Applications



Progressive Lifestyle
WT comes with a handy 
smartphone interface, it is 
a fully fledged smart 
building platform!

Energy Savings
Understanding and 
rationalizing your 
behavior can lead to 
significant economies 
that, according to 
literature can be as high 
as 50%

Better Indoor Quality
Energy goes hand in hand 
with indoor air quality. 
Technology to monitor and 
rationalise behavior will 
have an impact also on the 
quality of the indoor 
environment

User Benefits



Hardware



Dashboards



Applications



2. Smart 
tourism



What is hello? 
● A suite of applications running on the 

customer’s mobile and activated 
immediately 
either via scanning a QR/ NFC tag or via 
app login



Examples of applications loaded in the phone

Complete packages
such as the conference 
package that allows 
participants to send or 
ask questions, vote on 
panel questions, etc. 

Simple requests 
‘Touch and go’ or ‘text 
and go’ such as call 
room services, ask to 
do not disturb, call 
waiter, ask for 
technical assistance, 
etc…

Advanced modules
such as ordering, 
booking, information, 
bonus, rating, my 
account



3. Data management

Analytics* Machine Learning * Reporting



What is LEIMINTE?
A cloud solution to automate your data management and 
reporting requirements

Data management can involve also real time and big data 
and its analysis can be supported with machine learning 
and neural network technology
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